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Gift of Care Card Center- English

GOC Care Card Center
Promote your Gift of Caring by acknowledging
each donation with a purchase confirmation or gift card.

Add a professional touch to your Gift of Caring 
transactions at your next cookie booth sale!
Customers will appreciate receiving an acknowlegement of their 
cookie donation, or go a step further and provide gift cards that 
customers can fill out to accompany their donated packages of 
cookies.   Promote your Gift of Caring program when you place these 
cards in recycled cookie box card holders crafted by aspiring cookie 
entrepreneurs, and watch your Gift of Caring donations reach 
new heights!

Supplies:
�   Markers
�   Scissors
�   Colorful electrical tape
�   Glue and/or tape
�   Clothes pins
�   Empty cookie boxes
�   Gift of Caring Receipt template
�   Gift of Caring Card template
�   Trefoil template

Girls learn about philanthropy and caring for others while providing customers more 
opportunities to help them reach their goals, when they promote the Gift of Caring program.

Instructions:
Clips
�   Decorate a clothes pin with markers
�   Cut out a Trefoil shape (see template) and fill in your message. (See examples in photos above)
�   Glue or tape Trefoil to front of clip.
Gift of Caring Receipts and/or Cards
�   Fill in your council/troop information on templates provided.
�   Copy pages, and cut apart (if you are handing these out at a rally, give each girl one template, and suggest girls 
DO NOT cut apart the template, but instead fill it out and then save it to make copies of later).
Card/Receipt Holders
�   Cut off top flaps of empty cookie box. 
�   Measure 4” up from the bottom on the front and sides of the box, and neatly cut off the upper front and sides.
�   Either fold exposed back panel down (in half) to form back of holder OR glue top half of box front to exposed 
back of holder (see Trefoil box example above).  
�   Use colorful electrical tape as trim on exposed edges (see examples above).
�   Place clip on back of Card Holder, and fill boxes with the receipts and/or cards and set out near your donation 
box at your next booth sale!


